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Contemporary Research has been a leader in large-scale digital RF media and control technology for over 20 years. Focused on AV Integration, Contemporary Research is dedicated to providing integrators video distribution solutions that save time and money. Venue Vizion provides a simplified solution for HDTV distribution and control.

Distribution
Venue Vizion offers the ability to create multiple in-house channels of high-definition content from satellite or cable receivers, PCs, media players and other sources.

Control
Venue Vizion's RF Control Center hosts easy-to-use Web pages for control and sends commands over the same RF coax as the digital channels. With the included TV Controllers, multiple TVs and video walls can be commanded with the touch of a button.

Why Choose Venue Vizion?

Easy to Install - The system is rack ready, preset, and operational out-of-the-box with only a few steps taken by the user.

Easy to Adapt - While the system is pre-configured for simplicity, it is not limited in application. Five different models of QMODs can be specified, and IR and/or RS-232 controllers may be used. More TV controllers, tuner/controllers for projectors, modulators, RF combiners, amplifiers, and other components can be added at any time.

Easy to Use - With a PC, tablet, or smart phone, multiple users can access the DX Lite Web page for one-click control.